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Current Status
What we are doing
Weekly Staff Meetings
Program & Player Development Discussions
Coach Education & Development

CYA Weekly PRO Practice
Weekly Individual At-Home Player Program

Virtual Individual Team Meetings
Team Bonding & Activities
Game Review & Analysis
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Weekly PRO at Home Practices
Practice – Reflect - Observe
Mon-Fri Activities & Videos
Technical, Cognitive and Visual Learning for Players

Current Status
What we are doing
Virtual Team Trainings
Team Technical Training
Keeping Touches Sharp
Continued Coach Engagement

Virtual Coach Session
Daily Videos of Individual Sessions
Foot skills, Juggling, GK, 1v1 & SAQ, etc.

Online FIFA 20 Tournament
Keeping Players Engaged with Fellow Clubmates
Promoting the Game of Soccer Outside of Training
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Financial Statement

Our Goal at CYA during these tumultuous times is to continue to provide opportunities for our members to obtain fulfillment
through soccer today and in the future. As a 501(c)(3) non-profit youth sports organization, there are many fixed costs and
expenses from the onset of the state-wide restrictions that we are unable to recover. These expenses include cancelled
spring camps, clinics and events, county and facility fees, governing body fees, and other operating costs such as
insurance that the club incurs whether we are playing or not. Moreover, we are committed to retaining our amazing staff
coaches during this time, as they are the backbone of CYA Travel Soccer and play a valuable role in providing structure and
much needed engagement with our players.
For these reasons, CYA's financial policies will remain in place, as our Club’s Board of Directors and Leadership continues
to evaluate options and deliver as much programming as possible using virtual means. While we will not be offering
refunds, for returning active players we are offering Player Development Opportunities that are valued at more than 1/3 of a
year's player fees between Summer 2020 – 2021 – details on the following slides.
We understand these are very difficult times for our families, and we have taken an active role in providing value and
structure for our travel players during this unprecedented time in our nation. By keeping our current financial policy in place,
we can plan and adapt to multiple scenarios that protect the long-term future of CYA and allow us to continue to provide
value, development, fulfillment, and joy through the game of soccer and community.
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PLAYER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Summer 2020 – Summer 2021

The current statewide stay-at-home order is effective until June 10, 2020. While the possibility exists to resume on-field
programming on or about June 15, we wanted provide our plans when restrictions are lifted. Once we can get back on the
field our plan is to resume what would have been our spring practice schedule right away – of course with proper safety
measures and following all guidelines provided by the various local, state, federal and youth soccer governing bodies. Our
staff is committed to continuing their work with their teams throughout the entirety of the summer, a time where our staff is
usually on break. Likewise, we are still waiting on decisions from NCSL about summer play, and what may be happening
with Super Y-League & scrimmages.
CYA will be providing the following Player Development Opportunities to our current/in good standing 2019-2020 players
with the goal of making up for the time lost on the field from this spring. The following slides will illustrate what will be
available over the next year for our returning CYA players. Each player will be able to participate in all the available Student
Holiday, National Holiday and Weeklong Camps & Clinics over the course of the next year at no additional cost as well
as FREE access to the RISE Training Program App through the end of July.
* For new players to CYA, as well as non-CYA players, these Player Development Opportunities will be available at the regular registration cost.
**Any Player Development Opportunities that are unable to be held due to Covid-19 will be transferred to the 2021 Summer-Fall Season,
or players will have the option to choose a new date.
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PLAYER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Summer 2020

FREE

RISE Training App Home Page
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PLAYER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Fall 2020 – Summer 2021

Student Holidays (12pm-2pm)
GOAL KEEPING CLINICS

FIELD PLAYER CLINICS

FOCUS TOPIC

FOCUS TOPIC

September 4, 2020

Diving

Shooting & Finishing

November 2, 2020

Distribution

Ball Mastery - Dribbling

November 3, 2020

Movement & Agility

Striker Clinic

January 25, 2021

GK Wars

Shooting & Finishing

March 8, 2021

Ball Handling

Striker Clinic

April 5, 2021

Set Pieces

Set Pieces

DATES
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PLAYER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Fall 2020 – Summer 2021

National Holidays (5pm-7pm)
GOAL KEEPING CLINICS FIELD PLAYER CLINICS

DATES

FOCUS TOPIC

FOCUS TOPIC

September 7, 2020

Labor Day

Diving

Shooting & Finishing

October 12, 2020

Columbus Day

Distribution

Ball Mastery - Dribbling

January 18, 2021

MLK Holiday

Movement & Agility

Striker Clinic

February 15, 2021

Presidents Day

GK Wars

Shooting & Finishing

May 31, 2021

Memorial Day

Set Pieces

Set Pieces
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PLAYER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Fall 2020 – Summer 2021

WEEKLONG CAMPS & CLINICS
DATES

CAMPS & CLINICS

August 3, 2020 – August 7 (9am-3pm)

Match-Fit Camp

August 10, 2020 – August 14 (9am-3pm)

Complete Player Camp

December 14, 2020 – December 18 (5pm-8pm)

High School Tryout Preparation *U15+

December 14, 2020 – December 18 (5pm-8pm)

Striker Camp *U9-U14

January 4, 2021 – January 8, 2021 (5pm-8pm)

High School Tryout Preparation *U15+

January 4, 2021 – January 8, 2021 (5pm-8pm)

Scrimmage Fest *U9-U14

March 29, 2021 – April 2, 2021 (9am-3pm)

Complete Player Camp

June 13, 2021 – June 17, 2021 (9am-3pm)

Multi-Sport Camp
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Travel 2020-2021 – Strategic Planning
The uncertainty surrounding COVID-19 guidelines has taken us into uncharted territory with our travel program. To be proactive
and provide transparency, we are prepared for three possible scenarios for Travel players for the 2020-2021 season.
Plan A – Regular August Start
Assuming we return to play for a regular fall season schedule in mid-August. Regular monthly payments will be applied, with the player
commit fee being deferred to August 1, and first club fee payment to be paid September 1 with the option of 3-5-7-monthly payment
plans. This assumes players have resumed competitive games and at least a 2x/week on-the-field training schedule.
Plan B – Modified August Start
Assuming there is a phased social distancing component in August that allows on-the-field group training opportunities (where number of
players is managed) and small-sided games. This scenario includes the continued virtual training and engagement and advanced
interactive online programming. In Plan B, monthly fees will be adjusted to to reflect what is being offered until normal play and
programming resumes.
Plan C – Postponed Start
Assuming that current or similar stay-at-home orders and strict social distancing are still in place in August and beyond, prohibiting
players to resume on-the-field play. This scenario includes our continued virtual training and engagement, advanced interactive online
programming, online classroom sessions and other means of virtual programming. In Plan C, monthly fees will be adjusted to to reflect
what is being offered until normal play and programming resumes.
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Travel Selection 2020-2021
Planning and Process
At CYA we always put our players first and will continue to do so. In this ever-changing landscape, we are further committed to providing all players
a safe place to play for the 2020-2021 Soccer year. Along with limited changes to our coaching staff and their current 2019-2020 teams, we want to
mitigate the stress revolving around the tryout process for our players by offering the following:
All active existing CYA players will be invited back for the 2020-2021 Soccer Year!
** We are asking everyone (current and non-current CYA players) to register for tryouts in our registration system to allow us the best possible
planning for our teams and staff. Registration for CYA tryouts indicates your intent to return to CYA for the upcoming year, and you will need to be in
the registration system in order to get an invitation. Registration is NOW OPEN, so you can go in today and register! **
REGISTER FOR TRYOUTS HERE!
While committing to offer a spot to every active/returning CYA player without stress of trying out we want to place players on teams that will provide
them with the best competitive and challenging environment to develop their soccer abilities and achieve long-term success. Internally, CYA
conducts Individual Development Plans, Age Group Depth Charts, and coach input on player progression on a regular basis. These ongoing
evaluations allow us to move forward with player placement without the normal tryout process.
For players currently not with CYA Soccer we will have open tryouts scheduled during summer team training sessions starting immediately once we
are allowed back on the field, as well as virtual tryout options.
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CYA & Soccer Websites
ECNL RL/VPSL Home Page
NCSL Home Page
ODSL Home Page
US Club Soccer Home Page
VYSA Home Page

CYA Soccer Home Page
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